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Name

Sasha Grand

my name guides my body.
my shins quiver at the
cascade of syllables lovingly
spoken. They tear up -
become slick,
and attempt to hide
from the welts of falsehoods cuffed
around their trotting ankles.

my name was spoken
(as a lullaby) when my eyes first
twitched.
They whispered it and
left an empty nest.

The twigs were crooked, the leaves burdened
with mud - river willow tried to fix
the mess, but fell out of fashion.
Silk was used instead,
but nothing geometric could be achieved. Nests
are messy in nature.

I see a name whose skin
has blushed waiting in the river too long -
it could not pan out an identity of gold nor silt.

I see ankles chained to bloodhounds, dragging
my name away from what I intended.
They sniff out the thoughts of strangers instead of my own.
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Untitled

Stephanie Liu Ben Haas

Confused-yet-Open Book Seeks Understanding Reader

“I am not what the kids call 
Inscrutable
If easily read people wear their hearts on their sleeves, mine is hovering ten feet from me, flashing neon red
It’s not like I’m trying to hide it I just
Can’t say it out loud
What if it’s weird? What if it’s wrong? 
I’ve always had a hard time telling between romance and friendship
Even intimacy doesn’t seem to shift
I’ve slept with people I didn’t love and love people I haven’t slept with
Not that romance has to be sexual, but that’s not really the point right now
The point is that I like you but (nearly) every inch of me is (pretty) sure that everyone else but me can tell the 
difference

Long story short, I value you as a person and as a friend
But also you’re very cute
Help”
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The Dunes

On any day like this the old curtain opens
And out of my memory I come walking,
As I did once, down
The dune-lined deserted highways of Barnstable
That all lead to the beach
Or nowhere through iridescent swamps.
I’d never felt so alone

For the birds there knew how to bury themselves
And wait out the hot sun till the evening,
chilly with sea murmurs
To shadow the stars with their wings.
I could hear the gas pumps crooning from a station
That stuck out of the sand like a silver photograph.
I’d never known so well my shoes.

There were paths that straight from the concrete
Disappeared into the sand and purple shrubs.
They made me tired with their ancientness,
their slow life in grass roots and salt consumption,
Ensnared with blueberries, coins of sunlight tumbling in
And cool droplets of everlasting dew
Of rain from weeks ago, unevaporated.

This was the kind of wildness
Where I knew the lost things went,
bottle caps and sunhats, kite string, swallow feathers.
And somewhere there, where the road blurred in memory,
Sat a cabin halfway up the incline to the sea,
Throttled in sage and glossy leaves.

Cora Clark

I recall no sign of anyone, no footprints nor car.
It was gray and worn and diminutive, banked

Halfway into the slope by blown sand
That reached the window box of shriveled roses.
A single window with four panes and white cotton curtains.
And its windowsill, reverent in its arm of sunlight,
The way all windowsills are reverent.
Holding a few solitary objects, silver bits, thimbles or coins,
Leaves in half states of dryness. This ethereal vision
Of what I felt was one person’s secretive importance,
Here in huge expanse of lonely weariness, in the golden weather

Became what I become when I’m in a room of vacancy.
Void, emptiness, and I fill it with ruby ragged grass.
I see my body like a mirage where the air wavered,
Like the tracks dragonflies’ wings leave behind, too quick to see. 
On a shelf, something mysterious matters. Something elusive, 
Imaginative, becomes true. Collecting the gentle dust.
This movelessness what my whole life is.
I stood, a marble person when I saw the ocean, finally, like a wet 
tongue, and felt nothing.
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Stuart

Mary Quinn

It is too early
For your sleepy eyes to open.
You are not mine
Though I wanted you to be.

Your little hands
Are too small for the day ahead.
You are not mine
Yet, I cannot fathom being apart from you.

We walk together
To the end of the gravel drive.
You are not mine
But in moments like these you belong to nobody.

I am too scared
To let go of your little hand.
You are not mine
Nevertheless, I love you all the same.

The great horned owl calls
Reminding me it’s far too early,
Your hands are far too little,
And you are not mine.

In his holler I find solace
For your grace,
Like the omniscient raptor’s,
Cannot be claimed by simple souls like mine.

Untitled

Sofe Cote
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Untitled

Jaeyon Jo

Haunted

Anonymous

Lying still, I watch the clock dwindling down,
Marking that time for rest that never comes;
Coalescing αρχή and terminus into one.
The moon’s soft light supplanted by the sun,
And six o’clock startles me–

I had dreamt of faraway rooms and lamps,
Holding their memory:
Itself bereft of me.
That self I thought – no – imagined knew,
Now becomes one form: You.

Disrobing pride, Love seeks the other:
Striving, searching, converging to one.
For through love, does not the other’s
Kiss explode one’s heart into
A moment stretched past eternity?
I am at Time’s slow mercy.
Do I dwell in Limbo
Or Paradise or Hell? I do not know.

Or–do the different not differ,
And difference entangles with same
Now that sweet torment yokes me to life,
Allowing no reprieve in a heart so aflame?

As a god from Olympus looks down on Sisyphus,
His fashioned pawn,
You orchestrated me in your clever games.
Yet, with my soul you did abscond,
And left with all the Rights: wronged.
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Plucked Petals

i.
you love her.
her soft body,
the way her skin smells
like cocoa and mango,
the way her hair curls
along with the corners of her mouth,
the way her lips melt upwards
when she graces you with a smile.

ii.
you love her not.
she is meltdown after meltdown after meltdown,
and you are forced to make space in your bed
not just for her,
but for every mistake she has safety pinned to her pajamas
you wish she’d clean up her mess.
(she wishes you’d clean up yours.)

iii.
you love her.
she is yours.
your camera roll exists for her like a shrine-
each smile she captured, saved, and sent to you,
each time she loved herself enough to say,
“for god’s sake.
look at me.”

iv.
you love her not.

she demands eye contact
and forces you to put your phone down.
she bathes in your attention-
stripping herself naked,
before hiding behind your eyelids.
she peeks out from behind velvet eyelashes,
marvelling at the masterpiece
she knows that she could be beautiful
(if only she had another set of eyes.)

v.
you love her.
she is beautiful,
she is sexy,
and sometimes she walks like she believes it.
she wears an all-black outfit like a second skin,
and puts your hands on her body while stealing a kiss-
she’ll steal kisses often if she’s tall enough.
(she’ll wear heels often so she’s tall enough)
she manages those stilts
like a harlequin drunk on confidence.

vi.
you love her not.
she cannot hold her liquor.
she cries sometimes,
and you know all too well that once she begins to cry,
she cannot bring herself to stop.
she just cries and cries and cries and creates monsoons 
that threaten to wash everything away.

Ree Jones

You stand like a sand castle,
You close your hermit eyes,
and wait for the silence.

vii.
you love her.
no one else knows how to quiet the noise in your head,
or sing lullabies into the ether.
she wraps herself around you from behind you-
you didn’t like being the small spoon until you met her.
she is warm, like sunbeams of salvation.
you thaw under her touch.

viii.
you love her not.
she never learned how to keep her hands to herself.
she has a hard time grasping how much you have to hold,
how your hands have calloused and frozen around her,
how protecting her is a full-time job.
You count the spots on her butterfly wings multiple 
times a day,
you check her for signs of self-destruction,
you are a gentle lepidopterist.
Always on guard, second guessing the way you touch her,
you caress her with bubble wrapped hands.
you are always on-call on the other side of her glasses.

ix.
you love her.
she sees you-

all of you.

x.
you love her not.
she sees the stars in your eyes,
but she does not see how she drains you.

x.
you love her not.
she is a supernova of sadness,
but you can’t even wrap your mind around 
gravity.

x.
you love her not.
but she loves you too much.
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Untitled

Annie Brong

lessons in hospitality

Rachel Goad

love does not abide decorum:
should you welcome her, she will not
 reside in the guest room

she will not look for subtones,
she is not American courtesy

she will not muffle her laughter,
will not meeken her chews

she will sprawl over the tidy couch
of your reason, all spent limbs
 and tousled hair

sweet relief, you think, in the stammer
of the screen door

her lithe contour being swallowed
by the sunset

your home is yours again,
but sweet inconsideration
 sighed too soon—

when she leaves, it is only
a trip to the hardware store
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Blowjob Pantoum

Chance Hogan

You took me into your bed
The silence remained undiminished
I took you into my head
Only one of us left when you finished

The silence remained undiminished
I went first and you came forth
Only one of us left when you finished
a joke about it pointing magnetic north

I went first and you came forth
I took you in and less in
A joke about it pointing magnetic north
For once I kept the mess in

I took you in and less in
Not that I needed someone to teach me
For once I kept the mess in
I elected, you impeached me

Not that I needed someone to teach me
You took me into your bed
I elected, you impeached me
I took you into my head

No Name

Anna Seban
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Untitled

Sera Johnson

Franklin

update

Franklin dipped the pad of his forefinger into his reflection; smooth circles wrinkled the 
surface, pushing his nose into his eyebrows. The seamless rippling seemed to Franklin like 
the motion of the Pasco wave machine in his lab. When will those circles reach the end of 
their string, and rejoin the centre, he wondered. Eight moments of chilled silence answered 
his query: there is no return. 
Franklin considered all of the motions he’d caused that day. The bread in the toaster popped 
down, and then back up. The faucet on, and off. The plate was lathered in perfect circular 
patterns. The compost went into the garden, where it would one day grow ripe, red tomatoes 
blooming in cycles of rain and sunshine. On his morning walk to the lake, Franklin knew he, 
too, would have to return to the place from whence he’d departed (an idyllic yellow house 
with white trim-- this thought, with the others, also rolled around Franklin’s head). Surely, 
the rings in the water must also find balance? Or perhaps, he thought, they continue moving 
forever-- until the water dries up completely with the return of the sun. 
When his nose rested under his eyes once more, Franklin recalled his cottage, and its garden, 
again. And his walk to the front door, where he would open the screen to find more of the 
same. A wife with thin lips and hazelnut eyes, who, like Franklin, revolves around the yellow 
house. She’d be knitting, he knew, behind the screen (today, a small set of green socks). 
But what of a world where eyebrows are noses? 

Precisely on that note, Franklin made a distinctly linear decision, and walked into the lake. 
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To Be Determined

Isabella Williams

Why compare the mirrored unknown
To the spoken civility, half-known pity,
Of knowing oneself-
To insipid gray?

You are violet, blood-red, quicksilver-
Licorice lips, dripping with ink
Of thoughts yet unsaid

You are breath before a cup
Of unpoured coffee-
The breadth of undiscovered land
Plaintive and presumptuous with
Unfulfilled action, ripening fruition

Unsatisfied, unceasing,
Undeterred, unfettered-

You are midnight on an altar
As the clocks scream goodnight,
Goodnight, goodnight....

Logan Zimmerman

Untitled
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the moon is blinking

Anonymous

 pure
  perfect 
i’ve never had 
 pure 
  perfect
before. 
i clutch you and you moan 
three
short
syllables
{into my ear}
and her name is
 pure
  perfect
{in my mind} 
i wish i could be 
everything or anything 
that you need 
but you sit beside me
and she sits beside you
and i am not worth 
the trouble 
and you see that in me
and the moon blinks
and you wink
and i sink into the hole 
left behind by your
 pure
  perfect     
   picking
 fingers. 
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Tsornin Proposition

If a hyperbola is constructed in a cone by a cutting plane which is parallel 
to the axis of the cone, and an axial triangle is cut parallel to the cutting 
plane of the hyperbola, then the axial triangle is equiangular to the triangle 
formed by the asyptotes of they hyperbola and the line drawn tangent to 
the section at the vertex.

For let there be a cone with vertex A and axis AK, with the circle on BC as 
the base. Let it be cut by a plane through the axis creating an axial triangle 
ABC. Let the cone be cut by another plane parallel to the axis so that 
its intersection with the base is perpendicular to the diameter BC and it 
will make section DFE so that when the diameter of the section, FG, is 
extended it will meet the side of the axial triangle AC above the vertex at 
point H. This section, DFE, is a hyperbola (I.12). Draw a line through the 
vertex A, falling on the diameter BC which is parallel to the diameter FG. I 
say it will be the axis AK, for the cutting plane of section DFE is parallel to 
AK, so AK is parallel to FG. It goes through the vertex, and it falls on the 
center of the circle, so it will lie on the diameter BC. Let straight line FL 
be taken so that sq. KA : rec. BK,KC :: FH : FL, which is the contrivance 
from I.12. Let the cone be cut by a plane parallel to the plane of the 
hyperbola DFE through the axis, creating the axial triangle MAN. Draw a 
line tangent to the section DFE at the vertex F in the plane DFE. Cut off 
the tangent line on either side of the section PF and SF so that sq. PF = sq. 
SF = 1/4 rec. HF,FL. Take the midpoint Q of the transverse side FH and 
join QP and QS. They are the asymptotes of the hyperbola DFE (II.1).

I say that Q MAN is equiangular to Q PQS.

Mary Turner

4 sq. PF = rec. HF,FL (by construction) 
Draw the straight line R such that R = 2PF 
sq. R=4sq. PF
sq. R = rec. HF,FL
HF:R:: R:FL(EuclidVI.17)
HF : FL duplicate HF : R (Euclid V.def 9)

sq. KA : rec. BK,KC :: HF : FL
BK = KC = MK = NK
sq. KA:sq. MK:: HF:FL
sq. KA : sq. MK duplicate KA : MK (Euclid VIII.11) 
and HF : FL duplicate HF : R
and sq. KA : sq. MK :: HF : FL
KA : MK :: HF : R
HF = 2QF
and R = 2PF

HF:R:: QF:PF 
KA:MK:: QF:PF

AK HG and DE MN
�MKA=�DGH (Euclid XI.10)
DE PS and they are cut by HG �DGH=�PFQ
�MKA=�PFQ
andKA:MK:: QF:PF
 Q PFQ is equiangular to Q MKA (Euclid VI.6) 
and �PQF=�MAK and �AMK=�QPF

Similarly Q SFQ is equiangular to Q NKA 
and �SQF=�NAK and �QSF=�ANK

�PQF=�MAK and �SQF=�NAK �PQS=�MAN 
(Euclid C.N. 2) Q PQS is equiangular to Q MAN
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Untitled

Sophia Kiang

13 failed drafts of an apology

Sam Berrettini

I didn’t know, and I’m sorry.
I didn’t know, but I would have fixed it if I had.
I didn’t know, and don’t we all make mistakes?
I didn’t know, but you could have told me.
I didn’t know, and I’ll be better now, I promise.
I didn’t know, but now I do.

I didn’t know, and I’m sorry.
I didn’t know, but that’s no excuse.
I didn’t know, and it’s still my fault.
I didn’t know, but in the end, that doesn’t matter.
And you know why.

Maybe I didn’t know why the distance was growing.
Maybe I didn’t know things were falling apart.
Maybe I didn’t know I was the problem.

But I should have.
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Universal

Amalie Christensen

Enumerating lights long elapsed,
named it something of the past.
Extant no more, the glamor’s gone,
our endeavor to explain is lifelong.

 irreligious iridescence-
 consternated constellations-
 macrocosmic malevolence-

Observing the enormous expansion,
our inclusion is the mission.
Disregard your omnipresence-
desolate in the inhuman distance.

Flower

Margaret O’Hare
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Untitled

Weiouqing Chen

Elemental Genesis

Arthur Kohn

As a mathematician, as a Geometer, I am a God.
My word is the Word. My thoughts become Reality,
And I see them as they are, as Good.

I wonder what God’s Axioms were,
When He made Man, when he made me.
What things did He beg?
   And to Whom?

Did He ask them of Himself ? As I do?
Making them clear and distinct in His mind?
He conceived of Darkness and Light,
Then begged that they were Good and Evil
     Then defined his terms.

I’ve always thought Good was something
Outside God,
As the sphere is something
Outside Me.
More perfect,
  Divine (er?)

Can such a thing be conceived?
What Proofs do you need?
What Axioms?
I have none.
And I have no God
But when I set my pen to paper,
And enunciate
  The Truth

I
Am He.
Elements
My Genesis
And My Adam and Eve
More Perfect
They
Will never Fall,
  Fail.
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01.01.18 2.45

Kidus Kebede

Sprinted into the world at the speed
of silence.

And still they followed, the hollow
figures that resided very firmly in the
depths of my bedroom mirror.

We lay together often.

Between the Blue

Gabriela Sanchez
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Untitled

Yaxuan Tang

For Fall

Jonah Piscetelli

I want to say which fall I mean.
It’s not the maple-blushing fall,
The season that flings out a wash
Of bronzy on the atmosphere,
A row of geese-and-hearts-soar days.
It is not that, although I praise
The late tomatoes, pumpkins, squash,
Smeared apple pie for sunset, and
A candy-apple of a sun.

When I say fall is the best good
In me, let others understand
By which fall I have understood
Myself by standing under sky,
Either too cloudy or too clear:
Frost fall, thanksgiving fall, a dry
Wind-kicked November at the door,
The fall that tells me, singing, sore,
To jig, to leap, at last to crawl
Across a white and yellow green.
Fall-on-your-knees––Yes,
 that’s the one.
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